**Product Advantages**

**PN-1 A2+ Self-service Book Scanner**
- Self-service scanner, particularly suitable for use in public places
- Easily manageable, add watermark logo anywhere, whether it is text or logo
- Easy image files to export, mobile touch, U disk, cloud disk, instant print
- The left and right book cradle height automatically adjust, full protection of the spine
- Simply put books to book cradle to scan
- Advanced OCC image management
- Automatic cleaning and automatic cleaning of the surface
- 100-600DPI color, grayscale or black and white images output
- Maximum scan size to 650x460mm, larger than A2 format. Maximum scan thickness up to 100MM
- Support for single-page, multi-page document PDF, RAW, JPG, JPEG2000, TIFF, BMP and other files output
- The software is simple to operate and interface is concise
- OCR searchable PDF file output (Options)

**CN-1 V-Shaped A1+ Book Scanner**
- Portable design, easy to carry, assemble in 25 minutes
- One time scan two pages with scanning software the maximum scanning speed can reach 1500 pages per hour, normal operation can be achieved 550 pages/hour
- The maximum scanning size A2+ cone pages A70/75mm double pages, more than 150mm thick
- V-shaped design allows documents not to be fully opened in case the binding is fragile
- No necessary to take apart the book and no damage to the spine.
- Cold flat-panel LED lamp, no UV, offering good protection to ancient books
- Output 100-600DPI color or black-and-white images
- Support for single-page PDF, multi-page PDF JPEG2000 TIFF BMP, RAW file output
- The software is simple to operate and interface is concise
- OCR searchable PDF file output

**CN-2 V-Shaped A3+ Book Scanner**
- The overall design, no installation, open the packaging can be used
- One time scan two pages, with scanning software the maximum scanning speed can reach 1500 pages per hour, normal operation can be achieved 750 pages/hour
- 600DPI image correction
- Automatic cleaning and automatic cleaning of the surface
- V-shaped design allows documents not to be fully opened in case the binding is fragile
- No necessary to take apart the book and no damage to the spine.
- Cold flat-panel LED lamp, no UV, offering good protection to ancient books
- Output 100-600DPI color or black-and-white images
- The maximum scanning size A3+ 640x430mm double pages, more than 120mm thick
- Support for single-page PDF, multi-page PDF JPEG2000 TIFF BMP, RAW file output
- The software is simple to operate and interface is concise
- OCR searchable PDF file output

**CP A2+ A0 Book Scanner**
- The left and right book cradle height automatically adjust, full protection of the spine
- Simply put books to book cradle to scan
- Automated page splitting, fast scanning, 3 seconds/page
- Multi-mode scanning and support 1200DPI high-speed scanning
- Advanced OCC image management
- Automatic cleaning and automatic cleaning of the surface
- Maximum scan size to 685x425mm, larger than A2 format. Maximum scan thickness up to 100MM
- Cold flat-panel LED lamp, color rendering index 2800, more than 600LUX, no UV, offering good protection to ancient books
- 100-600DPI color, grayscale or black and white images output
- Support for single-page, multi-page document PDF, RAW, JPG, JPEG2000, TIFF, BMP and other files output
- The software is simple to operate and interface is concise
- OCR searchable PDF file output
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